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Dominik Diamond is never short of an opinion. And in his opinion Celtic FC is the greatest football club in
the known universe. But through the years, his forthright opinions and his complete inability to keep his
mouth shut have got him into huge amounts of trouble. Now, in Celtic & Me - Confessions from the Jungle,
Dominik Diamond tells the story of how Celtic Football Club has been a fundamental part of his life. There's
the part he played in Martin O'Neill becoming Celtic manager, why he was banned from Celtic TV, which
Old Firm manager is best at pub trivia machines, and which Ibrox legend sinisterly threatened to out him on
live TV for being a teenage Rangers fan. And there's the night his love of Celtic almost cost him his life -
and his kebab. Celtic & Me - Confessions from the Jungle is the entertaining and controversial story of one
man who simply refused to shut up. No matter what kind of jungle he was crashing through.
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From reader reviews:

Lydia Sanders:

Reading a e-book tends to be new life style with this era globalization. With studying you can get a lot of
information that may give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world could share their idea.
Books can also inspire a lot of people. A great deal of author can inspire their own reader with their story or
maybe their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the guides. But also they write about the
knowledge about something that you need example. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your
young ones, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors in this world always try to improve
their proficiency in writing, they also doing some study before they write to the book. One of them is this
Celtic and Me.

Judy Washburn:

Are you kind of active person, only have 10 or maybe 15 minute in your morning to upgrading your mind
proficiency or thinking skill actually analytical thinking? Then you are experiencing problem with the book
as compared to can satisfy your short time to read it because all of this time you only find publication that
need more time to be examine. Celtic and Me can be your answer as it can be read by an individual who have
those short free time problems.

Kristi Duncan:

This Celtic and Me is completely new way for you who has interest to look for some information mainly
because it relief your hunger of knowledge. Getting deeper you on it getting knowledge more you know or
perhaps you who still having small amount of digest in reading this Celtic and Me can be the light food for
yourself because the information inside this specific book is easy to get by means of anyone. These books
develop itself in the form and that is reachable by anyone, yeah I mean in the e-book type. People who think
that in publication form make them feel tired even dizzy this e-book is the answer. So there is not any in
reading a reserve especially this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for you. So , don't
miss the item! Just read this e-book kind for your better life and also knowledge.

Kathryn Hebert:

You can obtain this Celtic and Me by go to the bookstore or Mall. Simply viewing or reviewing it could to
be your solve problem if you get difficulties for the knowledge. Kinds of this publication are various. Not
only by simply written or printed but in addition can you enjoy this book by e-book. In the modern era like
now, you just looking from your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose your
own personal ways to get more information about your guide. It is most important to arrange you to
ultimately make your knowledge are still change. Let's try to choose appropriate ways for you.
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